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Abstract— The objective of this project is FPGA Based 

Image fusion technique to analyze Medical images like X-

rays of the human bodies to diagnose various diseases. The 

best information on denser tissue having less distortion is 

provided by CT well known as Computed Tomography as 

for medical diagnosis. The information on the soft tissues 

with more distortion is better provided by MRI that is 

Magnetic Resonance Image. The basic idea of combining 

medical images from different equipment become very 

important with different types of equipment output and 

medical images in clinical applications. As it would get 

difficult to extract all the information from the single image, 

these experiments show that more clear and useful 

information could be extracted from the combined images in 

order to get the clear images. To convert images into pixel-

format files and to observe simulation results, we here use 

MATLAB. In order to implement this paper, XPS and VB 

are needed. To obtain fused image here, first we need to 

select hardware and software components then by adding 

source and header files and converting into bit streams, we 

finally download into Spartan3 FPGA Image Processing Kit 

in Xilinx Platform Studio. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It can be clearly stated that the medical field is now meeting 

more and more advanced technologies to cure human 

diseases. Medical technologies now are evolving from 

introducing doctors to new equipments so as to overcome 

the circumstances that were difficult to overcome earlier. 

So, one such technology including image fusion is proposed 

here. Image fusion enables the way to retrieve useful 

information from various sources into one image. The 

combined information enables the visual perception of more 

comprehensive image. 

The concept of image fusion here finds its 

application in getting more accurate idea about the lung 

diseases. Different medical images, say, X-rays, have some 

specific characteristics or information that may require 

simultaneous monitoring for clinical diagnosis. There might 

be some spots difficult to capture in a single image or X-ray 

that eventually may cause critical situation in the medical 

diagnosis. So, in order to overcome these difficulties, the 

above mentioned project is proposed about image fusion 

using FPGA.  

Programmable logic is a flexible, low-risk path to 

successful system design offering optimum cost efficiencies. 

This is the reason why FPGA has been suggested to be used 

in this project. FPGAs are reconfigurable through software 

enabling to save development time by demonstrating 

hardware based processing while preserving the option of 

reprogramming the FPGA to accommodate modifications 

that are required after initial specification. 

In this project, we first obtain the CT scan and MRI 

scan images. CT scanned images provide images of denser 

tissues and MRI scanned images provide images of softer 

tissues. Since these images are in pixel format, it would get 

difficult to identify the damaged spots. Hence, we first 

convert these pixel or binary format images into 

understandable form using MATLAB so that we can work 

out with the Spartan3 FPGA image processing kit. Using 

this kit, the images obtained from CT and MRI scan are 

fused together to get more clear image. Hence, we can get 

the better and more useful information from the fused 

image. This concept will be more beneficial in order to 

detect the damaged spots in early stages of the disease and 

cure it in it’s early stage. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Lung cancer is one of the most common and deadly disease 

of uncontrolled cell growth in tissues of lung. Early stage 

detection of the lung cancer is the key of its cure. We will 

use some processes that are essential to the task of medical 

image mining, Data Preprocessing, Feature Extraction and 

Rule Generation. As the measure for early diagnosis of lung 

cancer includes those utilizing X-ray chest films, CT scan, 

MRI scan etc., the methods used here in this paper classify 

the digital X-ray chest films into two categories that are 

normal and abnormal. Hence, medical image mining is an 

appropriate area of computational intelligence which can be 

applied to automatically inspecting patient’s records aiming 

at the discovery of new knowledge potentially useful for 

decision making in the medical field. 

The abnormal state will be used as a common 

classification method pointing a machine learning method 

known as neural networks. Also, how the association rules 

are used in the X-ray chest films categorization problem. 

The doctors would get help to root out the status of 

a particular patient’s health by the rules extracted from the 

image recognition methods. 

In the past decades, there were many systems 

developed to improve radiologist’s accuracy in detecting the 

lung nodules. Even though the problem is still arises. In this 

paper, we present a fully automated system processing 

digital postero-anterior (PA) chest radio graphs, producing 

an exact segmentation of field area of lung. 

All those hidden parts of lung that may not be captured due 

to the heart, the spine and the diaphragm can also be rooted 

in the segmented lung area. Earlier it would be a great defect 

to not locate the lung nodules in the area that could not be 

captured. 

The visibility of nodules are enhanced here by 

processing the segmented area with a simple multiscale 

method. Extraction scheme is then applied to select the 
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potential nodules. In order to spot the true nodules and 

minimize the false positives, SVMs (support vector 

machines) are used which are cost-sensitive. 

Many supervised machine learning algorithms 

require a discrete feature space. In this paper, we work on 

continuous feature discretization and determine defining 

characteristics of the method. Also a new supervised 

approach is taken into consideration that combines 

discretization and feature selection to select the most 

relevant features that can be used for classification purpose. 

This classification technique which will be used is 

Associative Classifiers. 

The features used here are Harlick Texture 

features. MRI images are used to extract these features. 

And we can state that the proposed process can be 

adapted to perform preprocessing of continuous valued 

attributes. 

As the years passed, the rate of requirement of the 

technologies to detect the early lung disease is also 

increasing. Proper diagnosis and early lung disease detection 

are the vital keys to overcome this severe disease. Most of 

the cases in the world failed due to medical malpractices 

globally which is error in diagnosis. Valuable knowledge 

can be rooted out from the application of data mining 

techniques in health care systems. In this project, the data 

mining techniques such as Rule based, Decision tree, Naive 

Bayes and Artificial Neural Network to massive volume of 

healthcare data are examined based on the potential use of 

classification. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Lung cancer is a noteworthy reason for mortality in the 

western world as exhibited by the striking factual numbers 

distributed consistently by the American Lung Cancer 

Society. 

The society states that the 5-year survival rate for 

lung malignancy patients can be enhanced from a normal of 

14% up to 49% if the ailment is analyzed and treated at its 

initial stage. Medicinal pictures were considered as a vital 

piece of therapeutic determination and treatment and 

incorporates success of concealed data that are misused by 

the doctors in order to settle contemplated choices around a 

patient. 

Medicinal Data Mining is a promising zone of 

computational insight connected to a consequently break 

down patients records that are going for the exposure of new 

information valuable for restorative choice making. Affected 

information not only increments the exact determination and 

effective infection treatment, but also, improves security by 

lessening blunders. The system proposed in this paper 

enables advanced X-beam midsection movies in two classes, 

namely, ordinary and strange. Here, ordinary indicate 

towards a healthy patient and strange indicates to 

identification of a lung tumor. SVMs and neutral systems 

techniques will be utilized. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Some techniques such as medical image mining, lung field 

segmentation, data processing, feature extraction, 

classification using and SVMs are essential for the proposed 

system. Those methods used in this paper enables the 

classification of the digital X-ray chest films into two 

categories, namely, normal and abnormal. The two different 

data sets created by means of feature selection and SVMs 

that are trained with different parameters are considered to 

perform different learning experiments. The results given by 

these experiments are compared and then reported. 

FPGA is used to perform all those necessary 

functions. The carrier here is generated using Look up Table 

(LUT). Therefore, FPGA now is a digital component. It’s 

now frequency and temperature insensitive. Due to which 

the performance of this modulator cannot degrade as the 

time passes. This minimizes the number of components and 

ultimately leads to reduced size of PCB. 

V. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of system 

VI. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

A. HARDWARE 

1) Spartan3 FPGA Image Processing Kit 

To perform the image processing at low cost, the best 

development kit is Spartan3 FPGA image processing board 

that features a 200K gate Spartan-3, on-board I/O devices, 

and 1MB fast asynchronous SRAM. This speciality of 

Spartan3 image processing kit gives us the flexibility to use 

the platform with any design that is expected to perform 

newly, from a simple logic circuit to an embedded processor 

core. 

In order to make the designs non-volatile easily, 

this spartan3 FPGA kit provides us with a Platform Flash 

JTAG-programmable ROM. 

The Spartan-3 EDK Board provides a powerful, 

self-contained development platform for designs targeting 

the new Spartan-3 FPGA from Xilinx. The Spartan-3A 

family builds on the success of the earlier Spartan-3E and 

Spartan-3 FPGA families, enabling the new features to 

enhance system performance and minimize the cost of 

configuration. So, Spartan-3A FPGAs are a part of the 

extended Spartan-3A family that also includes the non-

volatile Spartan-3AN and the higher density Spartan-3A 

DSP FPGAs. 

The new standard has been setting in the 

programmable logic industry with delivery of more 

functionality and bandwidth per dollar than ever before by 

these Spartan-3A family enhancements when combined with 

proven 90 nm process technology. Various fields like 

broadband access, home networking, display/projection, and 
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digital television equipment now prefer Spartan-3A FPGAs 

due to their low cost. FPGAs also reduces time period for 

development cycles and inherit inflexibility of conventional 

ASICs, and enables the permission to field design upgrades. 

The kit has 8 No’s of digital inputs (DIP Switch), 8 

No’s of Point LED’s for Digital outputs, 2x16 Character 

LCD interface, 2 No’s of seven-segment display, 2x2 Matrix 

keypad interface, RS-232 serial port, SRAM (two 256K x 

16), VGA interface, PS/2 interface, 50MHz crystal oscillator 

clock source, 10-pin I/O connector for interface external 

peripheral modules and on-board 5V, 3.3V and 1.2V 

regulators. 

 
Fig 2:- Xilinx Spartan-3A Advanced Development Board 

Block Diagram 

The Spartan kit benefits with various things such as 

it supports VHDL, Verilog, C, JTAG programming or 

debugging and image processing development. 

FPGA has 50MHz On-board crystal clock, 1Mb 

PROM. The kit includes XC3S200 (SPARTAN3 FPGA) kit, 

power adaptor 5V, RS232 cable, parallel JTAG 

programmer, user guide HW/SW. 

2) JTAG cable 

The Spartan3 FPGA kit includes a JTAG programming and 

debugging chain. To drive JTAG signals from various 

supported JTAG download and debugging cables, there are 

two JTAG headers given additionally. As a part of the kit , a 

PANTECH JTAG3 low-cost parallel to JTAG cable is 

included and connected to the JTAG header. The JTAG 

cable connects directly to the parallel port of a PC and to a 

standard 6-pin JTAG programming header in the kit that can 

program a device that have a JTAG voltage of 1.8V or 

greater.  

The JTAG header here consists of 0.1 inch stake 

pins which are located towards the top edge of the board, 

directly below the two expansion connectors. This 

PANTECH low-cost parallel port to JTAG is directly fitted 

over the header stake pins. 

The precautions that are needed to be taken care of 

are that the signals at the end of the JTAG cable must align 

with the labels that are listed on the board. 

3) PC OR PS/2 

The Spartan3 FPGA kit includes PS/2 port for 

mouse/keyboard interface and it is the standard 6-pin mini-

DIN connector. Only pins 1 and 5 of the connector attach to 

the FPGA I/O lines. 

 
Fig 3:- Interfacing between PS/2 and Spartan3 FPGA 

  A bidirectional synchronous serial protocol is 

implemented by the PS/2 mouse and keyboard. The state 

where the bus is “idle” when both the lines are high, allows 

the mouse/keyboard to begin transmitting data. 

The device always generates the clock signal. In 

order to send the data by the host, it must first inhibit 

communication from the device by pulling Clock low. Then 

the data is pulled low and released by the host. This state is 

“request to send” state and signals the device to start 

generating clock pulses. 

The falling edge of clock signal gives the data sent 

from the device to the host. The rising edge determines the 

data sent from the host to the device. The range for the clock 

frequency is given between 10-16.7 kHz. 

4) Serial cable 

The FPGA kit consists of an RS232 port which can be 

driven by the Spartan3 FPGA.to implement the interface 

(RD and TD signals), a subset of the RS232 signals is used 

on the Spartan3 FPGA. The P2 labelled female DB-9 

connector is provided by the FPGA kit.  

To drive RD and TD signals, the Maxim 

instruments MAX3232 RS232 is used by the board. We 

need to write the code for RS232 UART that is stored into 

Spartan3 FPGA. UART here stands for Universal 

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter. 

 
Fig 4:- FPGA Interface with RS232 
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B. SOFTWARE 

1) Xilinx ISE 10.1i or above 

2) Xilinx EDK 10.1i or above  

3) VB GUI to display output 

4) MATLAB 

VII. RESULT 

In this disease detection project, we gather CT scan and 

MRI scan pictures of the infected tissues inside lungs or any 

other body parts as an input. This input is then processed for 

the diffusion process. We dump these pictures into the 

Spartan3 FPGA image processing kit which will diffuse 

both the pictures and give the output as an efficiently clear 

image about the size of an infected tissue through which a 

doctor can easily detect whether the infected tissue is 

malignant or benign. This enables the efficiency of decision 

making about how and where the surgery takes place or the 

possibility of overcoming the disease. 

VIII. ADVANTAGES 

The system is robust. 

The system is small in size. 

It has higher accuracy. 

Better controllability is experienced. 

The system has less complexity. 

It provides more stability. 

It has less development cost. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

As different phases of image processing were applied on the 

lung nodules, among these, the fusion algorithm will 

provide the efficient denoising. Various regions of image are 

given by segmentation done by marker based watershed 

algorithm. To extract different features of image, GLCM is 

used. GLCM utilizes less time for generating the result. 

Therefore, the output can be obtained faster and is then 

passed through SVM classifier. The classification of the 

nodules as benign or malignant is done by the SVM 

classifier. 92.5% of accuracy is given by the SVM classifier. 
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